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Background Information

• @ Upper-airways and 
conducting bronchioles

• Non-striated
• Have muscarinic and 

adrenergic responses



Background Information

Damaged epithelium

Increased smooth 
muscle mass

Mucus

Sub-epithelial fibrosis



Timeline



Recognition of smooth muscles (wasn’t very smooth)

Dr. Franz Daniel Reissiessen (1804):  "there is another apparatus appointed for 
contracting the bronchi, which consists of transverse muscular fibres.  As far as the 
cartilaginous rows extend, these fibres are inserted...."  (3) 

BUT: for the rest of the century...

Francis Hopkins Ramadge (1835) (4)

Bergson & Lefevre (1836): after studying himself and another friend’s asthma (5)

Rudolph Van Killiker (1848): proved that muscle isn’t a continuation of nerves (6)



Blood gases and link to bronchial musculature 

-Roy & Brown (1885): in dogs, asphyxia could cause 
vasoconstriction & vasodilation; did not localize the origin 
of these events

-Einthoven (1892) found that in dogs, inhalation of high 
concentrations of CO2 causes bronchoconstriction, which 
is abolished by the section of vagus nerves.

-Houssay & Cruciani (1929): central anaemia caused 
bronchoconstriction in the trunk of the recipient.

-Daly & Schweitzer (1952):



First Descriptions of Asthma

Aretaeus the Cappadocian (140 B.C.)

“Aazein” - short-drawn breath, panting 

Galen (130-201 A.D.)

First aetiological link with bronchospasm
Henry Hyde Salter (1860)

Modern definition of bronchial asthma
“Paroxysmal dyspnoea of a peculiar character with 
intervals of healthy respiration between attacks.”



Linking ASM to asthma

Huber & Koessler (1922)
• First fundamental study on 

asthma and airway smooth 
muscles (ASM)

• Quantified the increase of ASM



Pharmacological Control --> Endogenous Link

Dr. Starr (1933)
• Asthmatics responding to 

cholinergic agonists
• Muscarinic receptors (M3)

1960s 
• Pinpointing the 2-adrenergic 
• More specific agonists for asthma 

treatment

Adrenaline Salbutamol



Woolcock et al (1984)   
Asthmatic airways, in response 
to histamine, narrowed much 
more than normal airways  

- Inducible maximal shortening of 
bronchial smooth muscle in 
healthy subjects < asthmatics 

- What is inhibiting the maximal 
ASM response to histamine? 



Mechanics of ASM 

Gayrard et al (1975)

• Paradoxical response of asthmatics to 
deep inhalation:
• Bronchoprotective effects: deep 

inhalation reverses 
bronchoconstriction in healthy 
individuals 

• Does reverse for asthmatics
Scichilone et al (2001)



Mechanics of ASM - Cont.

Skloot et al (1995): Asthmatic ASM 
differ from healthy ASM in basal 
maximal constriction in response to 
stress!  

Chin et al (2012)
- Asthmatics show reduced adaptive 

force reduction



Molecular mechanics of ASM contraction

● Old school: Static equilibrium of 
myosin and actin

● 1990s - New school: dynamic 
equilibrium 
○ Cycling between latch bridges 

and cross bridges 
○ Contractile apparatus has 

plastic adaptation to different 
lengths 



ASM Histology and heterogeneity in disease

- 1967 - Weissler asks if ASM is smooth muscle or 
multifunctional mesenchyme

- 1979 - Chamley campbell et al shows that ASM is made 
of a spectrum of myocytes of different phenotype
- Airway heterogeneity and phenotypic modulation of 

smooth muscle 



- 1989 - first characterization of human cultured airway 
smooth muscle cells by Panettieri et al 

- 1996 - first reversible phenotype switching of ASM 
Halayko et al 

ASM Histology and heterogeneity in disease
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Guillaume Duchenne

-French physician in the 19th 
century

-coined the term “dystrophy”

-studied muscle action by electrical 
stimulation in both animals and 
humans

-maximally stimulated a phrenic 
nerve in a patient with the mouth 
and nostrils closed, to clarify the 
action of diaphragm


